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Abstract: This review article aims at comprehensive understanding of biological functions of RNA-binding proteins (RBPs) 

and cognate RNAs. For showing the divergent and dispersed aspects of RBP functions of the human genome in living cells, RBP 

TLS/FUS is chosen for these topics. Recent discovery of TLS as a phase transition or phase separation inducer presents 

previously unprecedented models regarding phase separation and enhancer functions in the genome. Trends in research altered 

up to interests or desire of scientists. Research activities of TLS/FUS have been dramatically drifted across over the last century. 

TLS was identified as a fusion gene product of TLS-CHOP of liposarcoma in 1993. Before announcement of the human genome 

draft, there were compelling desires to hunt novel genes. Gene cloning from libraries was one of prevalent activities at that time. 

Next wave came with describing TLS as a causative gene for familial amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS). Investigation of lethal 

neurodegenerative disease, ALS has social impact. Elucidation of onset of ALS has progressed rapidly. Latest discovery with 

TLS is its solute for phase separation and phase transition into aggregation. The phase separation and resultant aggregation are 

pointed out in relation to the onset of ALS. Then, people rush to search for tide of TLS to phase separation in link to cause for 

ALS. Analysis of the phase separation could provide a novel outline for long distant regulation of gene in the genome. In this 

review article, the author focuses emerging trendy targets of a versatile molecule TLS and discuss scientific needs behind these 

orientation for a specific molecule in biological sciences. 

Keywords: RNA-binding Proteins, TLS/FUS, Liposarcoma, Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis, Phase Separation,  

Phase Transition, Intrinsically Disordered region, Low Complexity Domain, Nuclear Condensate 

 

1. Introduction 

Beginning of TLS investigation 

Firstly, RNA-binding protein TLS/FUS has been 

discovered as a fusion gene product of TLS-CHOP at myxoid 

liposarcoma patients [1, 2]. The myxoid liposarcoma 

contains a characteristic chromosomal translocation. The 

N-terminus of TLS was found to be translocated to the 

full-length of transcription factor C/EBP Homologous 

Protein (CHOP). It is shown as t (12; 16) (q13; p11), and 

associated with chromosomal rearrangement of the gene of 

CHOP. The CHOP gene is located on 12q13.1 (Figure 1). 

Employing the CHOP sequence as a probe and specific 

antibody, Crozart et al. found in abnormal CHOP transcript 

and its protein in the tumors [3]. Identification of the 

translocation-associated CHOP gene uncovered a fusion gene 

between CHOP and a gene tentatively designated TLS 

(translocated in liposarcoma)/FUS (fused in sarcoma). TLS is 

a novel nuclear RNA-binding protein (RBP) with some 

similarity to EWS, the product of a gene frequently 

translocated in Ewing’s sarcoma [4]. In TLS-CHOP the RNA 

binging domain of TLS is replaced by the DNA-binding and 

leucine zipper dimerization domains of CHOP. The 

translocation of the TLS gene fragment onto the full-length 

CHOP gene provides abnormal fusion gene TLS-CHOP. This 

fusion gene product might bind target genes of CHOP and 

aberrantly activate them to cause liposarcoma. 

Antonescu et al. reported to show numerous clinical and 
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pathological analyses of TLS-CHOP fusion gene for 

targeting the fusion gene as causative genetic structure of 

liposarcoma [5]. A specific TLS-CHOP fusion gene of the t 

(12; 16) was identified for at least 95% of myxoid 

liposarcomas (MLS) [6]. Three typical forms of TLS-CHOP 

fusion genes have been identified as follows. Type 5-2 (type 

II) contains TLS exons 1-5 translocated to CHOP exon 2. 

Type 7-2 (type I) contains TLS exons 6 and 7 fused to CHOP 

exon 2. Type 8-2 (type III) has TLS exons 1-8 to CHOP exon 

2. Effect of TLS-CHOP fusion transcript structure on clinical 

outcome was examined in a group of well-characterized MLS 

cases. Expression of p53 was also tested because the p53 

expression has been found to have a significant prognostic 

impact in other sarcomas with chromosomal translocations. 

TLS-CHOP fusion transcripts were analyzed by 

reverse-transcription PCR using RNA extracted from frozen 

tissue of 82 MLS confirmed to have a CHOP rearrangement. 

In contrast to some other translocation-associated sarcomas, 

the molecular variability of TLS-CHOP fusion transcript 

structure does not appear to have a significant impact on 

clinical outcome in MLS. Instead, high histological grade, 

more than 5% round cell, presence of necrosis, and the p53 

overexpression are prognosticators of clinically serious 

outcome in localized MLS [6]. TLS-CHOP and CHOP 

transgenic mice were generated. The production of transgenic 

mice bearing TLS-CHOP and CHOP showed that mice 

expressing just CHOP without TLS domain display 

essentially normal white adipose tissue (WAT) development 

while TLS-CHOP transgenic mice develop liposarcoma. 

These data suggest that the TLS domain of TLS-CHOP plays 

a specific and critical role in the pathogenesis of liposarcoma 

[7]. Moreover, to test the significance of TLS and CHOP 

domain interactions within a living mouse, transgenic mice 

expressing the TLS domain were generated and crossed with 

the CHOP-transgenic mice to generate double-transgenic 

TLS x CHOP animals. The TLS domain expressed in mice 

restores liposarcoma development in the CHOP-transgenic 

mice. These data present that TLS and CHOP domains work 

together in living mice to induce liposarcoma onset, 

suggesting a novel mechanism of tumor-associated fusion 

genes might play specific roles on carcinogenesis beyond 

myxoid liposarcoma and other fusion gene-dependent tumors 

like Ewing’s sarcoma [4, 7-10]. 

2. TLS as a Transcriptional Regulator 

Characterization of TLS-CHOP exhibited transcriptional 

activation activity at the N-terminus of TLS. Therefore, TLS 

is supposed to function as a regulator for transcription, and 

be involved in divergent aspects of gene expression programs. 

It has been reported that a category of transcription factor, 

nuclear receptor (NR) works well with TLS. Later, this 

function of TLS turns out to be related with liquid-liquid 

phase separation or phase transition in living cells [11]. 

NRs belong to a genetic family including more than forty 

members including steroid hormones and low molecular 

lipophilic chemicals like retinoic acid, vitamin D, and thyroid 

hormone receptors in the human genome [12-16]. NRs are a 

preferable molecule to analyze eukaryotic transcription 

because hormones work as a ligand to switch for on/off of 

transcription. Using the NR as a model system to dissect 

transcription is prevailing works late 1990 and provides a 

dozen of molecules categorized for transcriptional 

coactivators and corepressors [12, 14]. Land marking 

molecules identified by these investigations are CBP/p300 as 

coactivator [17-19] and NCoR/SMART as corepressor 

[20-22]. 

 

CHOP and TLS Amino acid residues numbers are depicted [3, 87]. 

Figure 1. The Structures of TLS-CHOP. 

Samuel group employed Glutathione-S-transferase (GST)-NR to isolate proteins in nuclear extracts (NEs) of 
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cultured cells [23]. GST-fusions with mouse retinoid X 

receptor alpha captured specifically a 65-kDa proteins (p65) 

from NE of rat and human cells. Mapping experiments using 

GST-fragments of RXRalpha (RXRa) indicated that p65 

preferentially bound to the DNA-binding domain of RXRa 

located at center of the molecule. Mass spectrometric 

analysis showed that p65 is TLS. TLS also targets the 

DNA-binding domains of estrogen (ER), thyroid hormone 

(TR), and glucocorticoid receptors (GRs). These experiments 

clearly demonstrated that RXRa, ER, TR, and GR are 

interacted with TLS. In the data, interaction of RXRa with 

TLS is especially crucial because RXRa is a common 

dimerization partner for TR, RAR, VDR and many other NRs, 

suggesting that through RXRa, TLS could have regulatory 

effect on RXRa heterodimers of TR, RAR, and VDR. Recent 

progress in TLS analysis shows that TLS is involved in phase 

separation in living cells. In this context, these NR 

heterodimers could be also involved in phase separation 

induced with TLS. 

 

Figure 2. The domain structure of TLS and the promoter of cyclin D1 (CCND1). 

(A) The domain structure of TLS is depicted. NLS: nuclear localization signal [44]. 

(B) The structures of the cyclin D1 gene promoter and pncRNA-D are shown. The sequence of 5’(1-1) is displayed. 

Another interesting discovery has been performed in link 

to histone acetyltransferase (HAT) activity. Wang et al. had 

trial to search modulator for CBP/p300 and identified potent 

inhibitory activities against the HAT activity of CBP/p300 

from HeLa cell lysates [24]. Biochemical purification of the 

inhibitory activity of HAT resulted in identification of TLS as 

a HAT inhibitory molecule. Bacterial expression of GST-TLS 

confirms its potent inhibitory activity against CBP/p300 HAT. 

This inhibitory activity of TLS requires binding of specific 

RNA sequences [24-26]. Treatment of TLS with 

Ca-dependent micrococcal nuclease (MNase) completely 

removes the HAT inhibitory activity. Addition of chelate 

agent, EGTA to the reaction to deprive Ca rescues the HAT 

inhibitory activity of TLS, indicating that TLS works as 

RNA-dependent HAT inhibitor. 

Knock down experiments of TLS with monitoring of 

microarray analysis of CREB-CBP target genes indicated that 

only two genes of them are repressed at their expression, 

suggesting that TLS has high specificity for target genes. 

Expression of cyclin D1 and cyclin E1 was inhibited by TLS 

[24]. 

Upon its higher expression, cyclin D1 was employed as 

model system to analyze the TLS gene expression programs. 

The data showed that TLS requires specific RNA sequence 

GGUG to inhibit the HAT activity [24, 27]. Moreover, Wang 

identified series of novel long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) 

transcribed from the cyclin D1 promoter. These novel 

lncRNAs are designated as promoter-associated noncoding 

RNAs (pncRNAs) and specific target for TLS regarding their 

inhibitory activity against the HAT (Figure 2) [24, 28-33]. 

pncRNA-D was selected for further experiments because of 

its highest expression. Experiments using 5’RACE 

technology gained full-length pncRNA-D as 602 nucleotides 

from the cyclin D1 promoter region [25]. 

Mapping experiment of pncRNA-D with TLS indicated 

that just 13 nucleotides of 5’-region of pncRNA-D is targeted 

with TLS and that the C-terminal region of TLS is 

responsible for pncRNA-D binding [25]. Extensive studies of 

the cyclin D1 promoter with TLS and specific RNA 

sequences indicate that upon specific RNA binding TLS 

represses transcription from the cyclin D1 promoter, 

presenting a model of RNA-dependent transcription 
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repression (Figure 3). Taken together, series of data 

demonstrate that pncRNA-D functions as TLS ligand to 

control the HAT inhibitory activity of TLS [24, 28-33]. 

3. TLS as Causative Gene for Familial 

Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis ALS 

Mutations in RBP TDP-43 (trans activation responsive 

region-DNA-binding protein-43) [34], cause an inherited 

form of the neurodegenerative disease amyotrophic lateral 

sclerosis (ALS) [35, 36]. Two independent studies reported 

that mutations in TLS also trigger premature degeneration of 

motor neurons. TDP-43 and TLS have structural and 

functional similarities, suggesting alteration in RNA 

processing or RNA metabolism as a key step in ALS onset 

[37, 38]. 

ALS is a late onset neurodegenerative disorder in which 

premature loss of motor neurons leads to fatal paralysis in 1 

to 5 years [37]. Most of ALSs are sporadic, but 10% of 

patients are categorized into familial ALS which has specific 

causative genes and distinctive family history. Finding of a 

dominant causative gene, superoxide dismutase 1 (SOD1) in 

20% of familial ALS and 1% of sporadic cases, was major 

progress in investigation of ALS pathogenesis [39-41]. SOD1 

has been major concern of the researchers on ALS over 

decades before coming out of TLS as a causative genetic 

entity [40]. Extensive investigations on SOD1 provide 

significant knowledge regarding the enzyme activities. 

However, another leap remained required for next step of 

understanding of the ALS onset and development of effective 

therapeutics. 

 

The model is modified from the reference Wang et al. (2008) [24]. 

Figure 3. RNA-dependent transcriptional repression on CCND1. 

Finding of TDP-43 as a causative gene of ALS encouraged 

the identification of TLS. Precedent reports presented 

indirect evidence linkage between chromosome 16 and a 

familial ALS. Based on the data that TDP-43 is a 

RNA-binding protein, Vance et al. paid attention to 

sequences of genes within the linkage region identified in a 

large British family with familial ALS regarding target genes 

encoding RNA-binding proteins [42]. This brought them to 

their identification of a dominant mutation (R521C) of TLS 

gene. An assessment of 197 familial ALS patients identified 

the same TLS mutation of R521C in four more families. 

Furthermore, two additional mutations were found in another 

four families. 
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The structure of BISOX is shown. 

Figure 4. Biotinylated isoxazole (BISOX). 

Independently, Kwiatkowski et al. used a linkage study in 

an ALS family originating from the Cape Verde islands in 

which relatively small population size 6000 inhabitants and 

an autosomal recessive inheritance of the disease is 

permissive there [43]. Extensive analysis on patient samples 

identified a homozygous mutation of TLS-H517Q in all 

affected members. Although three healthy siblings were also 

homozygous for this mutation, they were younger than the 

typical age of disease onset. No TLS mutation was found in a 

survey of 293 patients with sporadic ALS. Combining the 

efforts of both teams, TLS mutations were detected in around 

4% of familial ALS (up to 0.4% of all ALS). Molecular 

mechanism how TLS mutants cause TLS still remains elusive. 

Many ALS-related mutations have been identified at the 

C-terminal regions which contains a nuclear localization 

signal [44], and these mutants are mostly found to be 

translocated to cytoplasm from the nucleus where wild type 

TLS normally resides. These observations postulate that a 

loss of function of nuclear TLS, or a toxic gain of cytosolic 

TLS is responsible for the onset of ALS in the patients 

although these are still under discussion. A clue to solutions 

is to have pieces of data showing aggregation or formation of 

inclusion bodies containing mutated TLS mostly located in 

nucleus, suggesting that gain of toxic function of mutants 

should play a role in the onset. The aggregation of TLS is a 

possible trigger for ALS. Then, phase separation of TLS 

might play a role in the onset of the disease [36-38]. 

However, still further analysis remains required. 

4. Phase Separation and Aggregation 

During screening chemical library for agent inducing 

embryonic stem cells into myocardial cells, isoxazole was 

identified and further explored to capture binding proteins by 

producing biotinylated isoxazole (BISOX) (Figure 4 )[11]. 

Unexpectedly, BISOX induced precipitation of proteins from 

cultured mammalian cell lysate [11, 45, 46]. The 

precipitation contained more than hundreds of RBPs (Figure 

5). Many of these proteins are found to be components of 

RNA-protein assemblies forming in nuclei of living cells, 

called RNA granules or membraneless organelles. Many 

proteins within these bodies contain heterogeneous nuclear 

ribonucleoprotein K (hnRNP K) homology (KH) domain or 

RNA recognition motif (RRM) [47, 48] as well as low 

complexity (LC) sequences or intrinsically disordered 

regions (IDR) [49, 50]. 

One of these proteins turned out to be TLS. The IDRs in 

these proteins are both necessary and sufficient for BISOX 

mediated aggregation, and the IDRs undergo a phase 

separation or phase transition to a hydrogel-like state without 

BISOX. X-ray crystallography and electron microscopic 

observation demonstrated that the hydrogels form with the 

amyloid-like fiber structures. Unlike pathogenic amyloid 

fibers, the IDR-based polymers shown are dynamic or 

reversible structures. These observations present an outline 

for understanding the function of IDRs as well as an 

organizing principle for cellular structures without membrane, 

membraneless organelles [11]. These data present future 

forthcoming direction of phase separation towards biological 

investigations. 

 

Figure 5. The intrinsically disordered regions of TLS induce precipitation. 
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It has been shown that TLS forms liquid compartment 

“droplets” at the site of DNA damage occurred in nuclei and 

also in the cytoplasm when exposure to heat stress. In vitro 

reconstitution experiments indicated that the liquid droplets 

of TLS convert from a liquid state to an aggregated one over 

hours. This conversion is accelerated by patient-derived 

mutations. These data confirm that the physiological role of 

TLS needs to form dynamic droplets. It has been suggested 

that function of TLS as liquid-like compartments requires 

risk of accidental aggregation in cells (Figure 6) [51]. Then, 

this aberrant phase transition of the droplets of TLS into 

aggregates is supposed to be a possible cause for ALS [51]. 

 

This figure is reproduced from the reference Patel et al. (2015)[51] upon license of Elsevier (no. 4703320283859) with some modifications. 

Figure 6. The phase separation/transition of TLS into aggregation. 

Brangwynne [52] group shows that phase separation forms 

droplets or nuclear condensates that play a pivotal role in 

re-organize the genome and in regulation of the genomic 

function [53, 54]. This suggests that phase separation is 

fundamental force for gene regulation of living cells. 

Actually, Shin et al. introduced CasDrop, a novel 

CRISPR-Cas9-based optogenetic technology, and utilized it 

to indicate that low complexity domains or IDRs from 

divergent RBPs including TLS, TAF15, and BRD4 undergo 

phase separation into liquid nuclear condensates that 

preferentially form in low density genomic regions, and 

mechanically exclude chromatin (Figure 7) [52]. On the other 

hand, the nuclear condensates are not able to grow in the 

dense satellite heterochromatin. They do not mix well with 

heterochromatin telomeres but can cause them to be 

mechanically pulled together through coalescence of the 

droplets when specifically targeted to these regions. 

A physical model explains this preference for droplet 

formation within the low-density chromatin due to the lower 

mechanical energy balance of droplets deforming softer 

genomic regions. These findings suggest that nuclear 

condensate can function as mechanically active “chromatin 

filters”, causing distal targeted genomic elements to be pulled 

together, while mechanically excluding non-specific 

background components of the genome (Figure 7). These 

suggest that the nuclear condensate formation could be a 

major force to remodeling or regulation of the structure of the 

human genome. 

The nuclear condensates are prone to exclude chromatin, 

and induce remarkable consequences within the 

heterogeneous nuclear environment. Exclusion of chromatin 

from growing droplets causes the chromatin network to be 

distorted. This deformation of the viscoelastic chromatin 

structures gives rise to a strain energy, which represents a 

mechanical energy stored in the matrix [52]. This 

deformation and associated energetic cost is 

thermodynamically disapproving. 

Therefore, the elasticities of the nuclear matrix are crucial 

for dynamics of the droplet formation. Theoretical and 

numerical analysis show that droplets should tend to grow in 

softer, lower-density regions of the genome as a result of this 

deformation energy. Small droplets that form in high 

chromatin density regions finally liquefy and act as IDR 

sources for the growing droplets within the softer regions. 

Thus, this effect could urge genomic rearrangements and 

potentially induce growth of transcriptional condensates in 

mechanically softer, low-density genomic regions associated 

with activation of gene expression. 

In nuclear compartments, “mechanobiology”, an emerging 

field of science at the interface of biology and engineering, 

has identified a link between mechanical forces and gene 

expression in living cells. However, the underlying 

biophysical mechanisms are still largely unaddressed [52, 55]. 

These findings that the dynamics of nuclear condensates are 

sensitive to the local mechanical environment suggest that 

the impact of mechanical forces on gene expression might 
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ultimately be mediated by their effect on nuclear condensates 

[52-54]. Future labor will address these emerging links 

between nuclear mechanics and phase separation, and their 

impact on functional changes in gene expression [56]. 

5. Regulatory Mechanisms for Phase 

Separation 

Aggregation of TLS is characteristics for ALS and 

frontotemporal dementia (FTD) subtypes, and induces 

serious symptom of onset of these diseases. Low complexity 

domain or IDR is targeted by phosphorylation [57]. 

Identification of phosphorylation sites in IDR of TLS has 

been performed [58, 59]. The phosphorylation of TLS has 

been shown to reduce its aggregation in vitro and in living 

cells through disruption of TLS phase separation. NMR 

analysis demonstrates that mutation of serine residues into 

glutamic acid (phosphomimetics) disrupts the transient 

domain of the IDR of TLS and reduced its self-interaction. 

The phosphomimetic TLS is shown to reduce aggregation 

and improve aggregation-associated cytotoxicity in model 

cell systems of human and yeast. These data indicate that 

post-translational modification on TLS should be a potential 

mechanism to regulate physiological assembly and prevent 

pathological protein aggregation. This implies that these 

modifications could be a therapeutic target of 

neurodegenerative diseases related to aggregation of proteins 

through phase separation [57]. 

 

Figure 7. CasDrop technology sheds light on mechano-active nuclear 

condensates. 

This figure is reproduced from the reference Shin et al. (2018) [52] upon 

license of Elsevier (no. 4703321377620). 

Adenosine triphosphate (ATP) provides energy to drive 

numerous processes in living cells, and also is referred to as 

the “molecular unit of currency” of intracellular energy 

transfer. Recently, it has been reported that ATP works as 

hydrotrope to maintain protein homeostasis [60]. 

Hydrotropes are small molecules that solubilize hydrophobic 

molecule in aqueous solutions. Typically, hydrotropes are 

amphiphilic molecules and different from classical 

surfactants in that they have low cooperativity of 

aggregation. 

ATP is found to bind bivalently the TLS RGG domain 

containing IDRs and also its well-folded RRM domain [61]. 

ATP binding to RGG IDR of TLS affects phase separation. 

NMR spectroscopy and molecular docking experiments 

shows that ATP binds specifically to the well-structured 

RRM of TLS at physiological concentrations with the 

binding regions overlapping with that of its physiological 

ligand, single stranded DNA (ssDNA). ATP kinetically 

inhibits the RRM aggregation or fibrillization that is critical 

for the gain of cytotoxicity associated with ALS and FTD 

although ATP has little effect on the thermodynamic stability 

of the RRM domain or its binding to ssDNA. These data 

demonstrate a novel mechanism of ATP to block aggregation 

of TLS with specific binding and suggest that ATP might 

bind previously unidentified proteins other than the classical 

ATP-dependent enzymes [61]. 

Methylation of arginine is also target for regulation of 

phase separation in TLS [26, 62]. The arginine residues of 

TLS are mainly located in the structured C-terminal domain, 

and are normally heavily methylated as mono- or 

dimethylated status. However, TLS in frontotemporal lobar 

degeneration (FTLD) is hypomethylated and accumulates in 

neurons as nuclear and cytoplasmic aggregates with EWS, 

TAF15 and transportin 1 (TNPO1) [63, 64]. These data 

suggest that physiological modulations of TLS in arginine 

methylation might regulate TLS phase separation status. 

To examine this possibility, Qamar et al. studied the effect 

of manipulating the number and post-translational 

methylation state of arginine and the interactions with known 

TLS-binding proteins [65]. These experiments confirm that 

TLS phase separation is finely modulated by arginine 

methylation site which tunes the strength of cation-pi 

interactions between the well folded C-terminal and the 

disordered N-terminal domains and binding of TNPO1, 

which acts as a molecular chaperone in peripheral 

compartments of neurons. Crucially, hypomethylation of TLS 

promotes formation of stable nuclear condensates comprising 

intermolecular beta-sheet-rich TLS assemblies that disrupt 

RNP granule function in neuronal terminals and might cause 

TLS-associated FTLD [65]. 

Enhancers serve as regulatory elements for transcription 

by driving development, homeostasis and pathological states 

[66]. Clusters of enhancer located in a relatively small 

genomic region, designated as “super enhancers” [67], 

exhibit more regulatory potential than individual enhancers 

by acting in a cooperative manner [68]. The mechanism 

behind the enhancer function and cooperativity of super 

enhancers has been proposed to be the physical process of 

phase separation [69]. Phase separation is supposed to 
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contribute to the assembly of several membrane less 

organelles [70-72]. For this model, IDRs of transcriptional 

cofactors associated with the clustered enhancers in 

embryonic stem cells are capable of phase condensation at 

active super enhancers. Tissue-specific transcription factors 

also undergo phase separation in vitro and condensate 

formation in vivo on super enhancers. Recent studies have 

also linked low complexity activation domains of 

transcription factors, cofactors and RNA polymerase II, to 

gene regulation [73, 74]. 

 

Figure 8. Multiple functions of RNA-binding protein TLS in eukaryotic 

programs. 

Estrogen receptor alpha (ERa) upon 17 beta-estradiol (E2) 

binds to cognate enhancers and transcribes high levels of 

enhancer RNAs (eRNAs) [75, 76], which is a class of 

lncRNA transcribed from the core sequence of functionally 

active enhancers. A key feature of the most robust E2 

responsive enhancers is the recruitment of an ERa-dependent, 

megadalton-size protein complex, referred to as the 

“MegaTrans” complex [76]. This complex is characterized by 

trans-recruitment of DNA-binding transcription factors such 

as GATA3, RAR alpha/gamma, AP2 gamma, c-Jun, c-Fos, 

STAT1 and FOXA1, and enzymatic machinery including 

DNA-dependent protein kinase. Many components of this 

complex have IDRs, consistent with remarkable abundance 

of intrinsically disordered sequences in the activation 

domains of transcription factors [52, 77]. The resulting 

topical high concentration of eRNA together with a complex 

composed of several transcription factors would appear to 

provide a conducive micromilieu for the assembly of eRNP 

condensates that effectively regulate signal inducible 

transcription. 

Rosenfeld group reports that the acute estrogen-dependent 

activation of functional enhancers needs assembly of an 

enhancer RNA-dependent ribonucleoprotein (eRNP) 

complex bearing phase separated condensates in human 

breast cancer cells [68]. 

Unpredictably, while acute ligand-dependent assembly of 

eRNPs induced enhancer activation sensitive to 1, 

6-hexanediol that represses phase separation [78], chronically 

activated enhancers were found to be resistant to such 

reagent, with progressive maturation of eRNPs into status of 

gel. Acute, but not chronic, stimulation underwent 

ligand-induced, condensing-dependent changes in spatial 

chromatin based on association of the homotypic enhancer 

that bears single motif of transcription factor [79], resulted in 

cooperative enhancer-activation events. Thus, distinct 

physicochemical properties of eRNP condensates on 

enhancers serve as determinants of rapid ligand-dependent 

alterations in chromosomal architecture and cooperative 

enhancer activation. 

Considering the model from Brangwynne group [52], on 

the surface tension driven coalescence of genomic loci, it has 

been speculated that the physical force driving the long 

distance signal induced enhancer proximity is the liquid 

surface tension of the MegaTrans condensates, a property 

that might be lost as condensates undergo transition to a more 

solid and less dynamic sate over time [51]. The 

liquid-to-solid transition of TLS has been compared to the 

process of protein crystallization, whereby the metastable 

liquid phase triggers nucleation of a higher order assembly. 

Then, phase separation has significant impact on nuclear 

events related to gene expression, suggesting it might play 

fundamental roles in whole biological programs in living 

cells. These eminent progresses in biomedical science have 

been reported in relation to phase separation. There are, 

however, some objections or caveats against optimistic views 

from phase separation biology [80-82]. Considering all these 

items, we should have more experiments to pursue bona fides 

contribution of phase separation to biological programs. 

6. Conclusion 

In this review article, TLS has been shown to work for 

divergent aspects of eukaryotic biological programs. Its 

primary task is binding of ribonucleic acids. Our preliminary 

experiments showed that more than 20,000 species of RNA 

molecules are bound with TLS and 80% of the fraction 

consists of mRNA. Thus, one of major roles of TLS is 

thought to be RNA processing and related RNA metabolism. 

Our previous data showed that TLS forms a complex with 

various partners including hnRNPH, hnRNPA/B, and protein 

arginine methyltransferase 1 (PRMT1) [24, 62]. The 

formation of the TLS complex is mediated with IDRs of TLS. 

The IDRs also function as interface among RBPs across the 

TLS complex. RNA binding is supposed to alter 

conformation of the IDR and control its functions, suggesting 

that RNA binding might play a role in the IDR-inducing 

events including the complex formation and other activities. 

Therefore, RNA is a potential regulatory ligand to facilitate 

the IDR to specific function like phase separation, resultant 

aggregation formation and complex formation. 

Phase separation is one of the enthusiastic topics in 

biomedical sciences and TLS is a major player of 

re-discovery of phase separation as major force for divergent 

crucial events in biological systems [11, 70, 71, 83]. The 

author describes whole story of TLS from the beginning of 

investigation with discovery of the fusion gene of TLS with 

CHOP that causes liposarcoma. TLS mutations induce onset 
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of ALS, while TLS is involved in regulation of transcription 

through its interaction with NR and other transcription 

factors, and also works with enhancer elements for long 

distance regulation in the human genome. These versatilities 

of TLS attributes to the IDR activity which induces phase 

separation and also aggregation in living cells. 

In RBPs, the IDRs generate uncertain or unpredictable 

conformational alteration in the molecules. The disordered 

conformations provide driving force to unexpected 

interactions between molecules involved in formation of 

condensates which lead bioactive reactions regarding 

fundamental programs including gene regulations. Therefore, 

genesis of the IDRs could have significant contributions to 

living cells. In eukaryotic evolution [84-86], the IDR has 

been developed to work on the network of nuclear functions 

and cellular signaling. Employment of IDR possibly has 

gained risks that could give rise to collapse of the cells 

through formation of aggregation. Gain of a novel functional 

domain to boost the cellular functions might generate a risk 

to destroy living cells. The biological systems sometimes 

need to owe a necessary risk to evolve their system better 

fitting present status of the planet. 

Mechanisms of functions of the IDR still remain largely 

uncovered. Future endeavor toward to analyze the structures 

and functions of IDRs could elucidate previously 

unprecedented molecular mechanism of nuclear function and 

gene regulation. 
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